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Why Did CBS News Censor Its Own Documentary
Exposing How 70% of US Funding for Ukraine is
Wasted
CBS News has sensationally censored its own documentary after the film
exposed how only 30% of weapons funding provided by the US makes it to the
front lines.
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***

A  tweeted posted  by  CBS on  Friday  promoted its  new film ‘Arming Ukraine’  by  explaining
that the documentary “explores why much of the billions of dollars of military aid that the
U.S. is sending to Ukraine doesn’t make it to the front lines: “Like 30% of it reaches its final
destination.”

In the documentary, experts told CBS they had no idea where most of the weaponry was
going.
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Republican  lawmakers  explained  how  they  felt  vindicated  by  the  revelation,  having
previously opposed a $40 billion Ukraine aid package.

“This [is] one of the reasons I voted ‘no,’” US Representative Marjorie Taylor Greene (R-
Georgia) tweeted in response to the CBS report.

“Flooding a country with advanced weapons can have grave consequences, even when done
with the best of intentions,” CBS’s description of the documentary read. “This CBS Reports
documentary goes inside Ukraine to get a firsthand look at how military aid gets from the
border to frontline soldiers, and explores the difficulties of getting the aid to the fighters who
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need it.”

However,  the  film has  now been completely  removed from the  CBS website,  with  a  ‘page
not found’ label in its place.

After being bombarded with questions as to why the film was censored over the weekend,
CBS finally announced why they had removed it.

“We removed a tweet  promoting our  recent  doc,  “Arming Ukraine,”  which quoted the
founder  of  the  nonprofit  Blue-Yellow,  Jonas  Ohman’s  assessment  in  late  April  that  only
around  30%  of  aid  was  reaching  the  front  lines  in  Ukraine,”  said  a  tweet.

We removed a  tweet  promoting  our  recent  doc,  "Arming  Ukraine,"  which
quoted the founder of the nonprofit Blue-Yellow, Jonas Ohman's assessment in
late April that only around 30% of aid was reaching the front lines in Ukraine.
pic.twitter.com/EgA96BrD9O

— CBS News (@CBSNews) August 8, 2022

“Since that time, Ohman says delivery has improved. Additionally, the U.S. military has
confirmed  that  defense  attaché  Brigadier  General  Garrick  M.  Harmon  arrived  in  Kyiv  in
August  for  arms  control  and  monitoring.”

“We are updating our documentary to reflect this new information and air at a later date.”

We are updating our documentary to reflect this new information and air at a
later date.

— CBS News (@CBSNews) August 8, 2022

In other words, something a little too close to the truth slipped out and CBS News was put
under pressure to blacklist it.

“It’s  far  more  likely  they  censored  the  film  because  they  broke  the  unspoken  rule  that
Ukraine must be supported at all costs against Russia because the future of the Liberal
World Order is at stake,” comments Chris Menahan.

A mirror of the full documentary can be watched below via Bitchute.
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Click here to watch the video.

*
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